
Clients and Audiences Maria has Delighted:

Maria Lynn Johnson has presented, coached and 

trained leaders for 20 years in multi-billion dollar 

corporations on three continents. The CEO of 

Speaking Mastery International, she now helps her 

clients and audiences expand their business and 

influence by crafting messages and delivering 

presentations that make them stand out. Maria is a 

#1 bestselling author, award-winning speaker and 

trainer, certified coach, and has a master’s degree in 

human resource development. She brings a unique 

blend of engagement, psychology, inspiration, and 

playfulness to her speaking, pulling the audience in 

and leaving them wanting more. 

Sassy Speaker & Trainer

Having trouble reaching people 
and getting results? Can’t break 
through to the next level? 
Discover how to cut through 
barriers, speak with confidence 
and presence, and connect with

Maria is the #1 bestselling author 

of: The World’s Greatest Speakers-

Insider Secrets on How to Engage 

and Move Your Audience to Action. 

(Discounts for bulk orders)

www.TheWorldsGreatestSpeakers.com



RAVES ON MARIA

I’ve been all over the U.S. speaking and doing presentations, where I was the expert. So, I came in today 

thinking I knew pretty much everything I needed to know about speaking. I was surprised because what I 

learned today was absolutely invaluable and it has completely changed how I was thinking about 

approaching the future. I got tremendous value out of this presentation. It was outstanding and I’m very 

grateful for what she had to offer.

Bob Misenko
Vice President National Sales at AIG United Guaranty

Maria provides homeruns for these groups and events: 

• Leadership development events 

• Association meetings and conferences 

• Emcee at awards events, galas, and celebrations

• Sales teams and conferences 

• Women’s networks 

• Learning and speaking conferences 

Messaging  |   Marketing  |   Monetizing

Book Maria for your next event. Programs can be customized to meet your 
needs, budget, and goals.  Check date availability: 952-500-2790
Maria@MariaLynnJohnson.com  |  www.MariaLynnJohnson.com 

Talk Titles: 

Speak Like A Pro and Rock Your Biz: How To Cut Through The Noise and Stand Out
Are you a successful entrepreneur or speaker who wants to break through to the next level? 

• Use speaking to reach the right audience, with the right messaging, and explode your business  

• Discover how to speak with confidence and grab their attention

• Learn how to market, get booked, and monetize your message 

Show Up and SHINE: How to Build a Remarkable Leadership Presence (can be tailored for women)
Are you a successful leader looking to uplevel your influence, impact, and brand? 

• Wow and Pow others using the right language, style, and nonverbals  

• Develop Presence that Pops using your mind, energy, and emotional intelligence

• Know how to approach stakeholders and direct reports to build influence and respect

T.E.A.M. ~ Take a Look Around, Expand, Adapt, Move Forward
Do you have a smart but stuck team that wants to move to the next energizing, productive level? 

• Get to know the team, Expand your perspective and recognize what’s possible 

• Assess and adapt your approach for different personality styles 

• Proactively reduce conflict through powerful communication strategies 


